"I always considered, first,

"Too often the machine
runs away with itself. ..
j n 5 te ado f k. e e pin g
pace with the social·
needs it was created
to se rve"

how the operation could
be kept from the oppon·
ent and, second, how it
could be kept from the
press. 0 ften the priority
was reversed. k

·W illiarh S. P alcy
·Allen Dulles.
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PROF. TOOMEY TO
LEAV'E AFTER
by

20
YEARS AT BARD
Dan

. - by 1\1ark Ebner& Tom Simon
"The ab$ense. of Rom.ince. .in
It's no secret tha-t Bard
... eariy rnS;pf.~mbE;~" ~f· 1978.
: mY·hi~tor·;;-~~iill i· ;e~r , .
has become affiliated with
Then formal conversations
detraQt somewhat from its
Simon's Rock Early College
concerning our'potential aff- interest; but if'it be
of Great Barrington, Mass.
iliation we:r:e held- from Sept- judged jJseful by those inEven though newspapers rang- ember 8th until the final ag--quirers who desire an exact
ing from the Boston Globe to reement was signed 6n Febru- knowledge of the past as an
the'Intermountain E~press
ary 2nd- five months total
aid to the interpretation of
have had the "scoop" hot
planning involved. Dr. Magill the future, which in the
off the press for weeks, the said that prior to the actual course 'of human things must
Ti'me's purpose, n~vertheless signing, "We weren't sure
resem.ble i f . i ~ does not reis to provide the Bard-Simthat Bard was the right one,
fleet it, I shall be content~
on's Rock communities with
or that Bard wanted to be af--Thueydides . Bk.I
_some straightforward insight. filiated -with Simon's Rock."
22
The only, functional adrriinis- What went on amidst this untrative change that ha~ taken certainty was an exploration
With the passing of this
place is that Dr. Samuel
peridd involving other inter-' semester, the Bard History
Magill, former president of
ested institutions·. By J JanDepartment will find itself
Simon ',s Rock, now holds the
uary I the selection process
in a rather curious position:
title of Provost, or Chief
was narroweq 40wn and focus-_~ there will be no courses
Administrative Officer. As
ed on only one in~titution
offered about anything which
Provost, Dr. Magill must now other than. Bard. Although Dr. falls cJ:l.rono.logically b~fo~e
report to Leon' 'Botstein, who Magill declined· to name
the fourteenth century.
is now 'president of both col- that other institution, Pres- Professor John Toomey will
leges, rather than the now
idE7nt Botstein revealed that
be leaving Bard College_ aftdefunct Simon's Rock Board of it was Boston University,
er more than two decades of
Trustees'oFollowing the apBard has not maintained very teaching here, and the histproval of the terms of agree- close ties with Simon's Rock orical ~acuna thus qaused
ment between Bard and Simon'~ in the past, aside from soc- will be somewhat akin to loRock, ail of the Simon's ROCK cer competition and the occ:- sing all one's memories
trustees resigned, except for asionaltransfer~nce Qf stufrom the first three fourths
,Dr. Flint KeJ,log, and Eliza- dents to Bard. The only off- of life. But in addition to
beth Hall, (the foun¢J.er oE
i,cJa;L" COt}tact was. _madethrough this loss (which, incidentSimon's Rock). The el~ction
~lint Kellog, who was a dual
ally, the administration
of the present Bard trustees trustee, Dr. Magill says that shows little sign of remedto the board at Simon's Rock it's.hard to tell whether or ying), there will be_ a perfoll.owed, and now all policy not the Bard-Simon's Rock
sonal one for all students-relationship will heip to
decisions fnvolying Simon's
particuiarly those of the
Rock are implemented througt boost Bard's recruitment of
first threeclasses-~who had
Dr, Magill under the direct- Simon's Rock students, behoped to study with Mr.
cause Simon's Rock offers Ba- Toomey, considered by many
ion of PresLdent Botatein
chelor
degrees in its'own
and the trustees.' "Now, say?
faculty and stUdents to be
right.
the other hand
Dr; Magill~ what we're tryamong
~he very best teachers
those students who decid~ to
ing to do is 'get acquainted
at Bard.
with each other so Bard can- accept the Associate's degJohn A. Toomey Jr., came to
ree offered, might want to
know mOre a.,fuut how we functthis
college from The.Great
transfer to Bard at the junion ...
Books
Foundation in 1958,
ior level.
The first cl<,ptact between
having
completed his degree
. Sincaits~nc~piion the
Bard ant;l Simd,' s Ro_ck, was
Cant.
on·P.6
'
at
the
gr~duatefaculty in
'.
.

On

Eddy

the early fifties. He came,
interestingly enough, to
teach American Government,
which may puzzle some who
have noted the ancient historical nature of most of his
present courses. But this is
very much a common situation
at Bard: Robert Kelly came to
teach German, Peter Skiff to
teach mathematics, and administrators come with the stated intention of helping students. While at the Graduate
Faculty, Mr. Toomey studied
with many of the ·exiled academics who had founded the·
"University in Exile" in the
early thirties, including
Albert Brecht, the last man
to speak against Hitler in
Reichstag, and Paul Alexander,
who later became head of the
American Medieval Academy.
"It was", he has said, "like
having a European e~uc~tionj
as another graduate puts it,
we read our Plato inlloriginal
German':"
As anyone who is familiar
with his teaqhing can attest,
Mr. 'roOIney has taught history.)
not a list of dates, nor a
group of incidents or anecdotes, nor (the gods forbid)
an apocalyptic religion of
class struggle, but hist·ory
in the basic sense of the
word! From the Greek "historia, meaning 'inquiry'; in
short, 'finding out what
happene~.' And more than.
this, the professor has
tried to show his students
what he feels is the most
important thing about the
study of history: that history is .not merely a 'relevant' or'useful' subject to
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of
vacuum cleaner
out of closet
as t 0 be unable to set out on .ed·-monkey-wrench , forms
~
.
mission--in walks Mus Dpt Fac- joke.) Asst to, Dl.r OJ...-. P, P. un- into listening room--DptAsst
~ear St;:'MC!rk,
ulty member to use listening able to explain to angry man, vacuums floor--Dpt chrmn figOn a'Thursday morning, not
room equipme~: , The opt Chmn switcbes in Director of P,P. ures out technology of hose
too long ago, the _rotat~ng'
informed him, opportunistic- who is smoothly wanting to
attachment--all particle
Chmn of the Dpt of Music
ally, of course, that equip - know what is the probLem.
dust
removed. Equipment
arrived late-as-usual in the ment could not be use~ until This calms noone since that is returned fo utility closet
nerve center of that depart- particle-board chips and dust is what Chrprsn of Mus Dpt
which awaits return of PP
ment's aptivities and found
were thorougnly cleaned up,
wants to know.
Director to lock its door.
but that if he, the Fclty
-We can't let just anybody
that the,blackboxes tha't;
woul'd~ut '~t-uderit's 'further
Prsn,' wouid drive over and
have keys to 'custodial,clos- Sumrnal-y of involvements ..
pick up key (second unauthor- ets. The cleaning women need 4 telephone calls, 2 or 3
in charge of the~:t:: learning
had 'finally been installed'
ized use of pe rs 9nal vehicle
someplace to keep their be- car trips, 1 common&l royal
longings.
lie
by thE) Adrnnl\~~t, of, the ,Music on colleg~ business in one
day) at P.P. Office, the
It is a policy not to ,let
-Mus Dpt admin asst
Dpt .. Rut the 'fa'ct"th<;lt the
such keys out.
-Chrmn of Mus Dpt
,.Admn'A'sst had volunteered his DptAsst would unlock ~loset
containing vacuum cleaner
-Then why were we told we -Secretary of P.P.
electronic expertise and
and we wou~d 'all clean up,the could get a key? (cas~ qf
_ (supervisory Asst ofP~P.)metallurg~Qal knowledge for~
this purpose did not, obscure place. In spite of officious
hidden policies, maybe?)
a phantom
.the quaJ).tj,ty Of Rgrticlebehavior of Mus Dptboss, thE
-But the head of custod-Faculty Member
board dust that remained as,
0us Fclty member set off on
ial services was there and
-Asst to the Director of P.P.
'a by-product of his action.
mission,' Five minutes later
opened closet.
-Director of P.P.
teiephones the Music ()ffices-but. didn I t bother telling
.,
The fastidious Dpt Chrprsn '
.
' f0 f '
?
-Numerous tourlsts and sightFclty
member
at
P.P.
seeking
anyone
In
lee.
requested that the AdmnAsst
-I'll be there to open clO~(;~~:t's where my money goes,
,get a vacuum,cleaner.
. . , confirmation, clarification
'The' AdmnAsst discovered that of his mission (reason undisset.
,
oh baby! rr)
'he had no key to the fine
.closed) and this, of course,
Hinutes later, D~rector of .
$hiny brass 'locks newly inis provided by the Chrprsn
P.P. arrives'in shining ve- Anyhow, it seems that bureaustalled on the custodial
of the Mus Dpt on the instru- hicle, enters building and
cracy does generate lust
closet doors and, called the
ment handed to him by the
masterfully unlocks closet
(Shakespeare). On the other
P.P. Office to request that
DptAsst.
door. Chrmn of Mus Dpt sho~s hand, it is obvious that some
the door be·opened. The Scrt- After another few minutes thE him what vacuum cleaner is
people are totally unfit to
ry of P.P. said that she
Fclty member of the Mus Dpt
needed for. Drctr of P,P.
live in a well-administered
would have someone come by
returned empty handed, good
wa~ts ~o know W?y it couldn'tplace. I'll write again soon
to open (unlock) custodia.l
naturedly grinning, "TheYwal.t tl.ll cleanlng person
and let you know how things
'cioset door and'Dpt Chrprsn
Wouldn't let me have the key~ could come in at one O'clock are going down here.
left 'building with false
In cold restrained fury the
and vacuum up. chmn of Mus
Chrprsn
of
the
Mus
Dpt
dials
Bpt
explains that she comes
feeling of confidence~_
Your friend, Z
One hr later the Dpt Chrprsn 112, announces himself to
in morning and explains that
returned; the dust was still secretary-secondary switchhe is merely trying to be repoised to be wafte? int? del- board operator of ,P.P, who
sponsible and p,rotect sensicate mechanism of tape-decks promptly funn~ls him ~ver to
itive electron.:Lc equi12ment.
Then he· telephoned P. P:, -t~ be Asst to Director of P.P. Mus
Drctr of P.P. shoots back
told by ~io....:rty of P; P. that
Chrprsn demands to know,
that he is try'ing to protect
, she had not yet succeeded in wants to understand why he
custOdial eqptmnt. Weakened
raising the Sprvsry Asst{for was told'that he ,could send
For Summer or School Year
chrmn of Mus Dpt calls out
.custodial services) on the
N,
.17l1 IliHl" ,nd!'pth qUld<> to 17~ maior
someone to get key to release "WE could cooperate" as
O(
,r\lcre'st uroups /I. their
CB. Sensirig the impatience
Itve prol;Xlsed
imprisoned vacuum cleaner if
efficient, busy Drctr of P.P.
in the preathing oyer the
this possibility did not ex- rapidly departs for his char- ,',i':~I~,\',I~~.~rf',n,~~~ t::~E'~tl~n 'n~~~~nd~al: \
,h,P!)"'"! ::'pnd $1 5010 SER Foundallon,
telephone receiver, she inist. (Low budget does not
~ot.
'"II",QIl1 <'1, Phold. Pi!' 19104 A1tn
Ray
telligently suggested that
(l1Ok,i
;11 S) 38' 1986
permit send-man-for-left-hand
Mus Dpt Chmn&DptAsst take
someone from the Mus Dpt
might be free to come and get
Sure
fYJ8':J
on uflemp Jmen
I don't- 5ee rn 'jsef.P
.
key. Chmn of Mus Dpt instruct·
right
~OWJ
bvt
with
m!1 ta1enh, Sooner
aettins- rnarn'ed. T don't See ,t £.
ed Dpt asst to get into his
or la~e(" I'II be mak'''8 fiffy thOI) a
Look,
/F
men
weren't
So hurt8 up of) -their
nice shiny non-official ve~edr. Anci what male is 8 0iflB to be
egos, r~m Sure I'd rind S'ome reallJ 8rea-t
hicie and go ge~ key. Halfable'
to handle Jhdt? HA ~ Wifh all
8(J~ who wouldn'r feel il'l rer;or +0 me
hr later-- Dpt Asst still
becduse I /
,.." ake more money ...
-Ihe cOfldifioflifl8 {J.,eJj
alJ ,men
tied up with client, students,
expec.t +0 be the breadw,nne(s.
adjuncts, artists' agents.so . ,
/
~
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Dan Williams were justified
as smoothly as possible.
in their attitude. How can
What we must do i~ upset
they respect Amato? Amato's the smooth operation and
The radio interview with attitude seems to be indicat- exert ourselves to express
Peter Amato is old news now
ive of a general lack of a
our opinions and make .it~hard
and will. b~. older when this
desire to communicate within to fire Barich, employ
'is published, but I doubt
the administration as a whole.,Griffith, fire Rita, kick.
that the situation of the
,The administration never
everyon~ out of Fairbairn,
school, which it is a product see:rp.s to understand how
charge people for none xi st?t~ t_
of, will have changed much at irritated the students are
damage, ets.,'
all.
with the way the school is rilp'" for this I would suggest a
Anyone who listened to
The protest over Fairbairn
:~ommit~ee, independent of the
that interview will see that and other problems seems to
student govern,mentthat would
it accomplished very little
come as a shock.
"Why were-peal, solely with forcefully
in the way of coming to any
the students reacting so
,presenting petitions for the '
understanding with Amato ot
drastically?" was a question real power in the school. ,ThE
getting~ny facts out of him. that seemed to be in the mindfcommittee would be respons1ble
Qn first impression, it may
of the administration in
for organizing protests.
seem that the reason for thts Leon's office that day. Many Things like a group of people
was the deriding tone used by of the problems that the
walking into Botstein's office
Art Carlson and Dan Williams. students saw actually did not and taking up his precious
In the course of the intervie~exist because the student
time, I'm sure would have an
the issue of the name of the body had Dot been accurately 'effect. The committee . would
radio station (WANK) came up. informed-.The general attpe elected by a student forum.
When asked what the problem
'itude of the administratiO'nrhis may cause the administwith the name was, Amato was I was "Okay, we heard what you :'c::ttion to talk clearly.
unable to say that the probthink, but thanks, we'll do
. Petitioning the board of
lem lay in the words "Leon is it our way." Fairbairr' 'was .! trustees would also be useful
a wanker." (The administratior handled their way.
Both student reps of the
cannot take a jokft) .. In fact. We, the constituents of
board have said they will
Carlson had to say it for him. Ludlow'? management actually read out any statement given
Mr. ,Amato's apparent inabilitl hav~ no power whatsoever
them by students at the
to form simple sentences
Leon says he has no 5tuden~
trustee meeting.
indicates something to me.
government to talk to .Of
A suggestion to 'Leon might
The incident is typical of
course he does.ITt, he treats be a co+urnn in the paper or a
the administrationts lack of
student opinion like an
bulletin every month written
communication with the student advisory board. EPC t probably by the administration descbody.
the most important committee ribing its' activities.
One thing seemed evid§nt
.because it is supposed to
Student statements of opinion
throughout the intervi~w'deal with our education, is
over the radio would also
Amato was dodging issues and nothing but that. The student help.
being very cagey. This cag- government goes through the
These things or others
iness ~ade it very hard to
paces of its. own administrat- could be done but they will
find out what Amato ~eemed to ion but rarely has an effect. tneed support. 'As most of th&
be saying .He was continuall)· The power. in this school
student body is apathetic, the'
asked to Q~a~,~~~~s .vc?;gue
lies soley in the hands of
chane-es of you, reader, being
and euphimist~c stat~ents I
the administration. Imagine
in this category are pretty
which he would do by "clarif- what a thorn in the side
good.
yingl' with more of the same_ students would become if
ilk. He concluded by saying Amato wasn't cagey and told
in the end that he enjoyed (7: us wh~t was going on in the
JOHN ZQILL
the" interview and "You do
workings of the administratior
understand that I had to be
The consequences of not tellcagey. It ,
ing are small as we have no
Of course Peter, but how do power.
you expect students to respect I think the administration
you when your caginess does
is unconsious of this policy.
not permit you to talk to
The natural tendency of an
them. I think Art "Carlson anCadministration is to operate
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where peer counselor training .
ARE PAID PEER COUNSELORS REALLY NECESSARY?
is most beneficial. The pro- ,
-ARTHUR CARLSON
Contrary to popular beliefs, gram helps the potential P.C.
In Fall, 1976, against the lowing , y~ar with a few less
peer counselor can be us~fUl know How, When, and Where to
opposition of two th~rds,of P.C.s and the salary down
. the student body votlng 1n a from$200 a semester to$125
.in dorm life. Unlike resldent draw the line.
:~,·as.sisi.an'l::s (R.A's), peer coun Finally, 1 admit that a
referendum, the Botstein ad- a semester.
~seX6i~~ hl;"e no administrati\(,e Peer counselor sometimes
ministration initiated the
Meanwhile subtle changes
power~ and do not have master takes action that appears to first Itexperimental" year of were taking place in the prokeysiounlock your door.
- be administrative action. A
the peer counseling program. gram. Some were initiated by.
rt''-:-may- 'well be true that a most recent example. of this
The inception of the program Ludlow, others flowed natur' dorin c'an surv:ive· .wi.t hout a ,. . is' my action against two
followed the same pattern
ally from the heads of the
'pee; c 'oul1se 1.C!r. B~t dorIl! 1 ife Al bee residents who were susp that we ' have seen over and
P. C. 's, who, paradoxically,
':'especial1,xf<?r ,f~~~t-tim~-aw- ected of graffiti done,in the over; the plan was developed 'with $125 and an official
ay:-fJ;'o.m.,:,,~~~ . st~.~~j:s; ..-sh~uld dorm for which the entIre
behind closed doors in Lud- title were no longer our
be -a lea,r: nin g a:11~L~tat1fYIng dorm would have to pay. At
low, with student 'input con- peers at all. One was the
. expei-i'e "nce-< liof a~t.est of
·the dorm meeting meeting con- sisting of a rubber stamp
police role that they began .
· surBYai., .. .. . ,' ' .:~,c:,
'cerning this bill, it \'fas
approval of the prag-ram by
to assume. Ludlo~ helped, by
'..~ af'j::ou-r-se'J.'~oi\e."'~).ght ~l'gue; finally resolved that someone three students (gooq friends suddenly devising the "three
;:'_th~(~·~er·~:~~~~.~.~,iqr~ -ar: 01)- should take these two stud- andyes-men of then Dean Jow- rules of Bardo and tel~ing
· ly authori tati ve ext~ns~on~ . ents, b.efore the Student JudJolowski, later known as"the P. C. 's that they should hip.
of the administration and areiciary Board (SJB). When I
gang of 3".) Only after the the freshmen to them, and
place(ri~ a" ·~.orm'to keep ord- a-ske'd, ' "Who is going to take plan was funded and set, to th~mselves adhere to the 3
· er, Student~ . of: , all cla~s,
'.' them before the SJB", there
go did they tell students ab-rules. This right here broke
rank.S, however, want ord,e r in was no response'. I dec~d~d to out it; by then, no meaning-; 2 major assurances that Lud_a p"Iace "home" and often a
do it. I made this declslon
ful discussion of the prolow had given the year. before
pee~: co~~~elor is useful .in
because . (1) no one else want- gram was possible, and the
It also created the cllmate
keeping orde'r a~ the students ed to do it and (2) it would Student Senate, many of whom in which , peer counsel~r~ . felt
want ft kept. Let' 5 loo,k.a t
reSDl ve the problem of paylater became P. C, s, made no no qualms about exerc1zJ.ng
a common dorm ' problem-noise. . ing the paint bill. Many st'!-l- effort to fight.
a little police power on
'I~ ·m-o st.cases; all it. takes dents were displeased, to say The reasons for the plan's itheir own; after all, they
i's a 'simple knock (or bang)
the least, with my action,
inception are worth examin- had a title and a salary.
on th~ 'door of a student who feeling that the administra- ing. Ludlow claims the plan Why not a little power? T~e
is m~king' noise and a."tact- tion should pay Qr find out
was designed to help fresh- most recent example of th1S
ful" .c omplaiJ:1t.. lloweve~, some ·who did it. My feeling is
men adjust and thereby cut
was the situation in Albee,
.students who want'quiet wi~l that the administration
the attrition rate. Origin- where many felt that !he
complain to th~ir peer coun- doesn't live in Albee, "and
ally it was d~signed to op- peer coun:elor used h~s poselor first instead of knock that we are mature enough to erate in Tewks only because , sition qUlte nakedly 1n a,
ing on the door. Other stud- deal with problems in our own that is the one dorm that no constabulatory way. Also In
ents don't complain to the
dorm. As a peer counselor, I
upper classmen live in, but that semester was the first
peer counselor or to the noi- felt that 34 people should '
Lullow decided that it ¥las
incid~nc~ of a pe~;r counselcT
sy student but will hold it
not be held responsible for
such a good idea that they
being fired for breaking a
in until they do go directly 2 people, and if the 2 people should put it in everywhere. rule(she had a dog), demonto the noisy student and then are cleared--more power to
Ludlow claimed that they werestrating once and for all
I!th~ fer.tilizer hits the
them. Clearly, peer counsel- only interested in making
that Ludlow would not allow
venti1ator!!. And some students: ors can be useful and respon- students happy, that peer
peer counselors who, did not
do, knock and, cOJIlPlai!l .but get ·sive in a dorm once they get counselors would have no po- follow the Ludlow llne, makn; ·r e·s ult< F.tther of the
'. to .know the attitude or atlice functions, would not be ing it ve,"y plain that Peer
'la,tter two situations places mosphere of the dorm,
expected to act differently 0 Counselors are arms of the
the peer counselor in a role
or as role models. Likewise, deans.
of authority, but not for the -ROD MICHAEL
their maintaining
This year the program was
benefit of the adm~nistration_
their position was
s~il1 full steam ahead, des~
r concede that peer counsel.not to be subj ect to any con- pi te the fact that once agaln
'~T~can sit back. comfoTtably "
dition except that they had, many who had been P.C. 's open.
in thei~ room (~h05en by the
to be available when studly and loudly denounced the
. administration) , call a few
ents needed them. Underlying program. There was, typically,
d'o~J)I Jll'eet~ngs, . and, pic~ up
Ludlow f s thinking, of course, no attempt by the dean~ to .
· ·their checks elt the. end ,qf
was the idea that Bard stud- include student input 1nto the
the
At the .other
ents are not mature enough to program. It was
a
,end .of tlt.e ,..spec.t.rU1I!"_ p.e~.r
. take care ofthemsel ves, not rela ti velYi~flex1bl~ fJ.xturE
- ~-~p·unselqrs.ca.PS1l-90p ,a;rol!nd
capable of making friends on by now, desp~ te the .Lact that
ets
J
the'dorm report .al) .'p
,
their own, and walk around
it's success has been extr,emeIn _the
jlbmiserable and alienated all
ly questionable. Once
Q~"t;.. per-son.al , probl~ms, loud
the time. Also it was an at- a "peer counselor was f1re~
stereos, qu.l~;:, .hOUT? ), . and,the
tempt to somehow moderate the for vi?lating col(~ege POI1CY .
amount of damage being done .Her ,crIme was to act as ,
. li.ke·- ..a,1,lF..lJlPs.1>p,ee:r counsel- .· .
fa.")) ,:j..n " betwe~n t .he.se ex__ . to dorms. Ess.entially, the
though she was actually a
1
::,,:
. Bard student is peer of the freshmen by help.
_"'"" j.~.r.u.-,!i(~~d~?~~.I1l~ay.,j,y:?t. , s;e,Elm ta. ) \
. 'b
'
to
d 'no them to g~t trood d".fug~
d d B
a ureaucrat~c .crea lon, an , . J.- ,?, . , " . ; " '- , '::Ib
. ed
1
ay gael H,ljn ri~ ,pee, f: , • ut
pee" couns e 10rs are the bur _ so ihey w?u1 dn t y , npp
,,
i'"·!th~i{..;,.cj.grl~l";'~S~~g.,qy~going, 'and ',: L .,) -'; ' , '.
.eaucratic solution.
off or. pOlsoned. Other, P.C. _
·1f7'i h&.~,,:s~pgft?!Jt~l.~hg tal<e.the.in-'; 'J
SO.how did 'the program go?
have been threatened.w1th
"-~J"~:lti~t:i:V~~Jii.ke the-.£itrs.t ,'5i t - ;
According to Ludlow's own
di~m~ssal for 'somet~lng as
:·v.~t':i.on ...,eXG!-JllPle:~:a,.b..Qt..it \ nQise
questionnaIre, people were
tr1vla~ as,a f~od,f1ght.
me.nt;LoT,l~d: b.eiQre. ;this
c '
ei ther neutral (the maj ori ty
By th1s t1me 1 t 1:' clear
,c.a.:S:e ,:.;:,.i .1aying back'! ~is the'
res"?()ns~:' w"O.st said thei"t
that Ludlow was lY1,:ng.
~s
b~~~ way_to., b.eeffectiVe' ; . ..:~
1
d' d ' d
completely when they lnl tlalp~er counse slightly
ors 1 n favorable
t 0
~O;th.eJ'.. P.C. , 5 maYI se'em' nosy .; .- '
anyt~ing),
ly presente d th e pr<?g ram to
, ..
·C
•
th
l' k d th '
us. Peer counselors have ~lbecaus:e: _they ·a-sse'rt. them-"
se 1ves, b ut t h e atmosp h ere
; 0",-,-," ' . '
r 1) e or were
, ",. . meanIng 'C..,.l
.
~
~y
elr
ready done-- all kinds of thing
f h -'j
: ",'
'- i
.. . . peer counsagainst
0 S ,
o t e !oorm"jJlay
Tequ1re 1 t . . }.,,,,'':', -l. ... ·-'
-strong]y
the program. t h'1ngs 'th
. . a t S ug att .a n d Amato
,. .
'-...
.._The last response was heavily and Jolowsky swore up and
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term is both pretentious and
PEER COUNSELORS...
told me, this is what exdemeaning, As tl).e needs of the
P.C.,~ have told me, this is ne~ students become assimil,
. ce of PC's;n
my exper~en
', . . . .ated
. into college life,
. . the '.
should recede lnto the
d arms h as been " this " is what gUldes
'
d
d f
' ,
current P. G.,'shave have told backgrotID an
unfctlo~ as
me . The second category is
normal students, unctlonarthe few good things P.C.' 5
i e s of neither Ludlow nor the
have done. Besides showing
student government. Above, all
freshmen where the bathroom
there should be active studis and where to mail a letterent participation in all levther e have been a very few
els 6f' -the progr'a m, with Ludinstances where people were low acting mainly to help co- '
'freaking out from drugs , or
ordinate and administrate it,
personal problems and peer
with policy being set by stucounselors have been helpful. dents themselves. Everyone
Largely. however', seriously mus,t realize that we all must
dis~urbed people are far to iounsel our peers and they us '
gone for P. Cs with their ex- in an ongoing process. WE are
tremely limited training
our own best peer counselors.
Dorm life at the Rock
("Lousy" one ex-P.C. to'ld me)
Evidently parieta1s are a hot officer who'was recently
to help very much. FurtherI
issue right now. one which
fired, and the loss of some
more J upperclassmen are just
LI FE AT SIMON S
will surely be discussed with"problem" students. Ron, a' ~
as I ike ly to freak
out as
bY E,ROYlE
Presid~nt Botstein.
first-semester, sophomore,
"
.
lowerclassmen, as experl.ence
So what do Simon's Rock
said he thought enrollment
has shown. This demolishes
There is no wr~ting on
students do for social acti- would be up now that Bard
the rationale for putting P.C the walls at Simon's Rock.
vity? It seems pretty limited was taking over, and ,that
in freshmen dorms. The thtrd
to me. There are sports acti- would also mean that ,theyfd
category is frighteningly
Perhaps this is due to
vities, an outing Club, mohave more money. He was glad
large, and ~his is where peer the incredibly high level of vies on weekends, concerts,
about that l then said,any
counselors have actually done "Big Familiness' and Community lectures. There are no acade- school could now own Simon's
bad things, played cop, act- felt there. The students I
mic clubs. There is no newsRock, it didn't matter. He
ively hated the people they
spoke with described Simon's paper.
later said that Bard and
were -theoretically counseling Rock as "very intense", and
It looks as though the
Simon's Rock had agreeable
and acted as arms of Ludlow
even in my brief visit I
Social/Cultural committee
ideologies and that was what
against student interests.
could'sense a high r~gard for (equ~v~lent to our Planning
counted.
To their cr'edit, most P.C.s
the individual, along' with a ' Committee) doesn't have a
A larger: student body i!:
have not acted this way; ev- good measure of both academic whole ,lot to do with the
very important ,to Simon's
en one who does, 'thou~h, is
and social freedom. I guess
$12,000 per year the .catalog
Rock. Although students love
too many,
we at Bard can relate to that says they have to allocate.,
the intimate ' ''One Big ,Family"
It seems then th~t the mon- ml,lch.,
Most students at Simon's Rock atmosphere, they admit that
,ey we pay P .Cs is either
Most of the students at are not involved in student
smallness can be a liability
wasted, or at worst spent on Simon's Rock are under eigh- govern~ent, although they say and some people actually do
horrible things. The P.C.s
teen; because people are so
they are not apathetic. One
get bored. The students I
who have help'~d would have
close there (I was 'assured
student , said government is
spoke with seemed very posidone so money or not; the
that everyone knew everyone) . virtu'a ilY non-existent~ the
tive and happ'y at S'imon's
-'6 nes who did not wouldn't
there is' a lot of' '''p eer coer- community council (similar to Rock. Su~e, 'they admit that
.have helped if you doubled
'cion-II used in keeping harmony__ our central comrnitte~) "has
there are obstacles created
thei,r salaries. It is clear with the diverse,ne~s IO~
shriveled to a useless organi- in showing someone a BA from
that the money is only necages there. Peer coercion i~ zation". But one student said -- Where? Simon's Rock, but
essary in order for Ludlow . spread on thickly when rules the administration is fairly
they are confident these obto . have coercive power over
are l ~roken at Simon I sRock. I sensi ti ve to the students and stacIe can be overcome. They
the students. Therefore it
There are a lot of rule,S.
easily accessible .- 'Sf\idents
feel ready to enter any
is imperative that they
in the books; there has'to be evaluate their teachers once
school on the junior level
cease paying them and hand
if only ' for legalpurpQses.
a seme~ter, but have n.o say
and can Read , Write, Reason
the program over to the stu- But as one Residential A's sis- ', in the faculty review corcuni t- and Research (The Big Four,
dents', Also, 'it ' is necessary tant put it, "it's not rules, tee. Judy told me that perhaps says Judy) as well" if not
that a full evaluation of the but how people feel." Infrac- this uninvo1vement in govern- better, than anyone in a
program be undertaken before tions of rules are dealt with'ment is because they don't
conventional school at their
it continues any further. It under an impressive headline ~have time.
level. They say their courseems to me that , everyone
"Situational Ethics", w~ich,
Students take four or
ses are just as hard" and
should· counsel ,his or her . try to treat each case J.n per- five courses, three or four
that a 3.0 average there can
'peers ~
'peer~, not as agent~ spe'ctive.- ~ .. - credits' each. Freshmen are '
easily mean a 3.7 average
of Ludlow. Paying people ' to
.' A Resldent~al Assistant required to take the Freshsomewhere else .
. do this not only allows oth- is roughly equivalent to Bard man Seminar plus a lOO-level
My first 'impressions of
, er people to relinquish this Bard's infamous Peer Counselo~transition year English
i Simonts Rock were definitely
re~ponsibility, but by re~cheme. Only the .Simon's Rock course.
mixed, but what I feel Sii fying that function ' an~ gi v- system. seems to work. ~ t S .
The Freshman Seminar at
mon t 5 Rock lacks in some are
ing it to a few people it sur are paJ.d $500 p:r y:ar, ' and
Simoni,s Rock is enjoyable.
as can surely be made up in
' ely diminishes the the poss- are most effe~tl.ve l.n the
They've been around for over
their enthusiasm, spirit artd
ibilitie~ of real commun- ,
freshman dormJ. to
The~ are, three years, although at first energy. I think these student
' ication and ~ounseling. From' not there to polloce, but ra- were only for six weeks and
dents have a tremendous paten.' the ~x'pe~itmce ,'o f three years. ther to make sure rules are
no credit. · The seminar is a
tial {al~eady shC?wfng their
, Qf~eer , coun~eling it is also' e~forced, or at least, bro~en way for freshmen to get to
colors by discarding high
"apparent 'that any counseling , d~screetly ,and people s r1ghts know each ot.her and be togeschool} ~ and only hope that'
respected
Judy
the
RA
I
th
.
r
Bard
will make use of this
h
t a_t h aPPf?ns happens very
k
-. h' h '
Itb
u
er. Slomon sRock r s strong
..
ff
ea:rly ' in a semester. There":', spo e wJ.t, as n~ver. - us ted division seems to be the Hurru;t- resource .In ~he.lr e .ort to
fore) I.would favor a system, anyone: She doesn t llke
,nities. Although it will be
better both l.nstitut10ns.
where people volunteer to be- smoke ln the halls - so don t awhile until the SA program
SELF DEFENSE
come sort of
like, guides
let i-: out of your room. If. catches on, four-year students
to help people coming into
she ~l.nds.out that someone ~s are encouraged to take their
SELF DEFENSE classes for beBard get acquainted with it
9~ttlng hl.gh ~wo or three timejunior year away and then re- ginners, are being held again
'.' ,from' a student to student
thl.mes addaf~ 'd she 'llhtalk to
turn for the senio.r year.
this term. The instructor)
.
,'"
.
t em an
ln out w y.
vle~olnt. They could be avRA'
1
d
There are very few 400-level~ Tom Simon, has studied for
a~iable 't~ help with prob.
f .
Share al1so expe?te ltCl courses (only two in the
n orce t. etco etgetParhl.etta s science department), but that over eight years and is now
'l.ems', and there shOUld be a
Teh
teaching on Wednesday from
. .
.
ese par.le a1s s a e t a a
.
lot of th~m so a new student' student cannot have a student lS expected to change. There
7:00 PM to 9:00 PM in Albee
i: not, limited to one or two of the opposite sex in his/he are.about 30 juniors and 15
Social Room. There are al~l.ewpolnts. They would be un~ room between the hours of lip senl.ors out of a student boready about twelve students
of
.
dy of less than 200.
, paid,
.
' course , and not sub. , !Ind 9 am. (Th'l.S 0 f course d 1Sand more are welcome.
. ] ec~ .to LU,d low interference.
criminates against heterosexSome explanations for
They should not be called
uals.) Freshmen must also be the present low enrollment
" nPee~ Counselor~lI~ , fo£ that
' il} , their qorm~ by mi9n.igh~~. - were a "lo.~sylt admissions
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the other hand, he says that while many others were bogg~d these past attempts was that
a faculty exchange is much
down through dilatory behavi-Ithere wasn't enough student
main supportive 'organ behind more likely, and is certor and the genera~ ignorance participation once the thing
Simon's Rock has been the
ainlya consideration for thE.of any form ~f parliamentary finally did get going. AppBlodgett Foundation. It was
future.
"
'
.
. procedure. Still, the Bar1 arent"ly there weren't enough
Eli2;abethBlodgett Hall's
Also, according to Presiddelegation.won the day on IS-shows and people to oversee·
family fo~ndation that put up el"\t Botstein, what Simon's
sues such as Jegal izing mari- that the shows went along smthe money'to build Simon's
Rock needs, and what it's
-juana, removing u.s. troops
oothly . . This time around BaRock and subsidize it over"
gaining, from its relation. from Kore~,. and f~derall~ fun rd has a simple and dependabits -thirteen year history.
ship with Bard, is the expded abortIons, wh1.le losIng
Ie transmission system, as we
Simon's Rock will receive
ertlse" reputation, and cred- heavily on favored nation st- :~. as a talented, devoted racontinued suppor_t next year, - ibility needed to keep it
atus for -terrorist-harboring dio station group. Everyone
figured at up to $380,000, but going as a strong ins.titutcountries and Dirque's bid
knew that talent wouldnt~b.e a
depending 'on what the college- ion with a realistic chance
for chairmanship. The com- problem once we finally found
's deficit will be.' Simon's
.
,for suvival ~n the future.
plete resu 1ts s h ou ld b e aval.-:-a
way for others to witness
Rock's deficit this year,
President Botstein assures
-lable soon. -. Though many del-it.
"due-to a real shortfali in
us that in no way will Simegates (chubby girls and ugly There sometimes comes a probenrollment," is, IIsomewhat in on's Rock effec"t Bard as a
guys in grey suits and Walla-lem when I'm about to do my
excess of $300,000. The main
financial drain.
bies) disagreed with us pol-. radio show because there is a
enrollment problem was that
itica11y, they were nearly U~very small library of records
the freshman class turned out TOOMEY...
nanimous in their acclaim for at W X Be. Jon Soroko and
to be half of what was e:xbe set amongst tJ:le nebulous
our meth~dology and savoir-- others have been working at
pected, and Dr. Magill says
category of,the 'social
faire. We received a stand- getting us record service fr"We're
not
s'ure
why,
but
pro"
'
d
11
ttd
ing
ovation on Sunday.' as we- om various companies as well
b bl
;
- -.
SC1.:ences an a a e some
.a y a whole serl.es of thlngs
-.
11 as numerous requests for
as from the Intercollegiate
• space t. h.ere, history lS to
.
conspl.' red aga' 1.' nst us'"
our addressed invitations to Broadcast System. Dan lhl1In summa y D
M :11
'd
be considered the_rel~vant..
r , r. agl.
sal I
•
••
d
h
their spring orgies, ,and pro- iams, our business manager)
"Simon's Ro k th t S t t d
dlsclpllne an per aps even
C '"
a t , ar ~the only discipline possess- bably numerous transfer requ- has said there is a good chrea 11 y as an l.nnova lon In
-.
ests. This was an education- ance we can get thousands of
ing any real relevance. For
education, has proven that
it is history, and history
a1 experience for us and par- dollars in grant money as 10students can come to college alone, tha't teaches us how
ticularly for them, but we'
ng as we show that we are prearly, before finishing high
may
not
be
invited
back
next
ofessionaL Now we have a stto" be free.
school, and they can do the
year.
In
that
case
we're
de
ation, the battle ii to proA human being without a
job b~autifullY.What Simon's
finately
coming.
"
ve
we can manage it.
memory is but an infant;
Rock hasn't been able to do
humanity without history is
Dan is planning a fleasino
yet, is to acquire the replikewise infantile. These
Love,
Night" at Manor House in midutation, the vi~ibility and
are not all new lessons', of
Art Carlson Spring complete with roulette
the financial strength over
course, for we have been
Lizzie Royt~wheels, open bar, and cigarits short ,history so that
taught them by all histor~
ette girls. The profits wilarge numbers of students
ians from Herodotus and
11 go into expanding the stawould apply. So, while we
Thucydides to MommsEm,
tion; esPecially in additions
can do the job, and while
( See fully detailed report ~;n to- the record library. The
Churchill, and Syme. But
the students can do the job,
library
by LI'zartlou Creat~'- station has a good chance at
none of us really hold tothe
we haven't bee,n. able to make assertion of the very grea~ 0 ns Un ltd . CopyrLg
. h t 1979
going FM within the next two
ourselves as much of a success necessity of history until
for furtryer informatio_n)
years as long as it keeps goas we. would l.ike, financialing strong until then. The
it is shown to us by one who
ly. So, I think that Bard is. knows it well. This has been
question is, does Bard want
goin~ to mean a lot_for sim- .
to open up to Tivoli and Kinthe accomplishment of John
om's Rock, and for Bard.
g~ton yet?
Right now we trFrom Simon "5 Rock '.s point of Toomey, and all of us who
ansmi t to nearly all of the
hav-eb-een' the fortunate ·tarview, i t wilr" enhance our
.
•••
campus including along varivisibility and add a measure gets of his scholarship ang.
ous roads, near coin telephowit can willingly testify to
-by CHARLES MOORE
of stability to the institnes, certain obscure houses,
-it.
He
has_
converted
few
to
ution so that donors will 'be
On a typical night at the
etc. In actuality, we're not
'.
.
his politics, even fewer
mor~ ~nterested l.n contribradio station r find myself sure how far we go because 0 f
(perhaps sad to say) to' his
.
.
uting ... and I think that"
sitting around cleaning tape the nature 0 f our transml.SSl.-·
attitudes
on
education.
But
h'
h
'
h
h
there may be some economies
machines and listening to re- on system; W IC IS t roug
achievable in various funct- he has converted many' incords. There are about for- the telephone lines. All in
deed to his earnest and crit- ty 0 f us
· Who now indulge in a '1 1 , 't h e proJect
.
h as b een a
ions of the college ...So,
.
ical
love
of
great
Clio.
.
d
.
I'm rather optimistic about
var~ous activities related to success an
an Lmpor t an t' s t ethe future. I think it offIn her name we bid him good the radio club, and that nurn-pping stone for Bard.
ers a great deal of promise
luck iil1d fare well.
ber seems to be growing all
SIMON'S ROCK ...

W X Be
REPO RTS

BARD DELEGATES
MAK E GOOD

and I think that more and
the time. As yet, a program
more insti t,utions . are going
guide has not been distributo be doing this sort of
ted to students because the
thing- getting their resource
kinks have not been worked
s together as we look down
March 8 -From March 1 - 4
out of the schedule. -r think.
the road, you know, and see
the F"irst "Aimual National ~:'-tu- it's safe to say now that we'
hard times ahead, and infla- dent Con-gress convened in Phi ve been _lucky with this protion, the energy crises, _and ladelphia at the University : ject." It was a tough battle
the declining _student enroll- of Pennsylvania. Despite the to get_ if through an.d a touments ... lf a parent wants to often con:fusedand chaotic-ria gher one to keep it going.
send Johnny or Susie to ture of the ,Gon£~:renc~_~ ,the. Hmyever, the future looks good
Simon~s Rock, and knows that Bard delegation managed to
and believe it or not,' alreaBard coll~ge is, in effect,' turn it into a success. The Idy we're the longest survivstanding behind it, insurhopeful purpose Df the Cong- ing radio station at Bard.
ing its legitimacy, I think -ress was to draft a, positive
Why have four attempts withthat that will be a big sell.student agenda for the 80's
in,the last seventeen years
ing point."
to be pres ented to the U. S .
' fall ed? There are several
Dr. Magill also foresees the Congress. A number of prop- reasons J two of which are mocross-~egistrationpetween
osals were prepared ,in vari- st obvious. The first is thBard and Simon's Rock Studous committees. Our handsome at the people who had previoents.AccQrding to President
stylish delegates worked on
usly tried to found a station
Botstein, there will be no
three -different conunit'tess - had their sights set too histudent exchange bet"men the' Arthur on World Trade, Devel- gh. They wanted to go FM too
colleges. The concern here, opment and Economics; Liz on soon, and ran into many comimplies President. Botstein,
.Morality,. Ethics, and CornmtJ- plications resulting in the
is that Simon's Rock students nitt Standards; and Dirque on loss of thousands of dollars
would take advantage of our
Sexual Practices. The combi- to'the college. Also, three
already limited facilities.
nation of liftle time, many
of the attempts caused fires
President Botstein q,lso said proposals, and delegates from in the studio because the stthat Simon's Rock students,
Bard (rotten apples in a bar- udents were in too much of a
being for the most part,high 'relful of leisure suits) pre- 'hurry and never saw to it thschool age, would not mix
vented many of the proposals at things were done right.
well with Bata sbJ.derits.' 'On
;£;r.o.w ,~y~n being considered,
The other main problem with

BI KE REPAI RS
Yes J Spring is coming, and
bicycles will be unchained
and on the road soon. So, if
you or one of your pedalling
friends need a Spring tuneup, or just a "rim-job",
make sure you contact HAPPY
in South Hall to make sure
the job gets done right ..
Happy will be happy to make
any repairs, large or small,
(at reasonable rates), to
make your ~ycling a hass1efree pleasure.

. Checklflg Accounts
, Su~'ings .4ccounts

28 West Market St., Red Ho.ok
758~2311

.
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BRUCE
VENDA:
THIS MONTH'S MODEL
AN INTERVIEW

(SORTOF)Philly Milano

For a starter I think a

:i brief summary of this stu-

,

. i dent's background is in ord-

er. He is a 19 year old mal~;
a freshman. who has resided
, for the last)9 years, in t&e
~ . the same
suburban
area
jn, an ' o I,d house 'consisting#'
of four bedrooms, two baths
of which he had to share wi~h
four brothers
sisters~
an~ his mbther. He attended
•
a preparatory boarding schoo]
BRUCIE 'AT SIX
close to home for ' eight year~grades without working."
but had actually boarded
In general, Mr. Venda finds
there the last year and a
it hard to work and he thinks
half'. He is ~ Q~ake: and
'his psychology ' clas~ "is a
very! , very dl.stlngtllShed
real joke." As far as grades
look~ng.
"
go, he recieved two pass, an
Now to get down to brass
A and a B+. He is not as
tactic s. question number
stupid as he looks.
one:
Here are some leftover tidQ. What is your major probbits from this model Bard '
lem here at Bard?
College freshman which, you
A. ram still a virgin, but the reader, might find of
I'm adjusting to the fact
interest.
GENTLEMEN'S
that , Bard is an extremely un- "I f' d .
T, he oth,e r morning I ha.d
by KRISTIN' BUNDESEN ~ usualplac, e; I think
, it has
' l.n l.t easy to spend
breakfast with a few members
money."
,a very qiverse student popt ransportation available. An
of the Bard Gentleman' s
"I party excessively:'
ulation: freaks and pseudoClub. I ,h ad heard of their emergency ' is declared when
"Idl~have
unprep types. For me, Bard has
h classes
'
f I at
3 the
It~
existence by chance and
mea tl oa f ~s served at the
go your a
0: 0 t-\l'1."
'
C
an environment consisting of
"s 0 f ar, I £.~nd Bard to be
decided that here was sorne- Kl ~ne ommons. On such occas.
'
"
middle road music. I bop
h
k
f"
thing worth investigating.
~ons ~t ~s' likely
that those
'
around campus dressed as your w' at you rna e 0. l.t; condiApparently the club orig~ presen t w~ll adjourn to a
' t10ns aTe flex1ble."
inated whEm a few young men regular meeting at a~ local
usual preppy; I wear Addida '5' Food fights- "I get the Fuck
decided that they . were more restalir.ant. A favorite spot
"I consider myself to be an
out of the way when they
gentlemanly tha,n the members is the Ramada· Inn in Kingston. ' oddbaJ 1, a ==~ortof societal.
start. "
outcast. "
H
d
at a certain club at a cert- ow oes one 'recognize a
"
Dining food- "I'd rather not
ain urii versi ty in cambridge gen~leman, I asked. \\ A gentle- The next quest~on d~rected
disc;uss it. 11
on a ', cer\ain Boylston Stre'e t. man is not ~ sexist, maintains at Freshman Venda was as fol~ -- ,!'Lots of spending money.
The impo~tant thing was
' a type of honorable- behavior
lows .. ,
trust fund"
,
Quality not Quantity. With and denies anything in print'
Q. What is your op1n~on of
"Trips to Four Brother' S"
this in mind they formed The on general principle~ was the women at Bard?
"Yes, I'll be here next
Bard Gentleman's Club which quick response~' How do these
A. "Basically, the ones that term."
they describe as.a "nebulous paragons of virtues recognize
I would have, won't have me." "I'm apathetic towards
organization ". I was intri- a lady? ~ A lady.. is identified
I had many friends in prep
'Rocky Horror,' but r wish
gued. Further questi'oning
by her "distinct mannerisms
school, but no girl friends; they'd show it earlier; two
provided the following en- " ' and behavior. II Well, I must
don't get me wrong now, I am AM is too Goddarnn late for
lightening facts.
~ ~ adrnit that I was a bit befud-, a flagrant heterosexual. As
me."
There are ' three kinds of -, :lled and asked for ~n example
far ~ as male homosexuality
,"My ideal sleeping hours are
meetings. A reg~lar of
:)f a ~' gentleman and a lady.
goes, it's, fine so long as
I: 00 AM to 11 AM, ten hours
general meeting is open to - Sip.ce the club insists on
they leave me alone. As for
of sleep."
friends of members. They ~
,~~ir.,0s~ty I am unable to
lesbians, I don't have to
"Adolph's has a vastly intend to be· casual and topics , share with you the examples
worry about them at all, al- flated reputation to the posthat were given of gentlemen.
though it can be a hitch if
itive."
'
of conversation vary from ~'
the unfortunate d 1"
f
There was a woman present who you fall :i,n love wi til ales fir' ve seen Punk Rock at .i ts
ec ~ne 0
~
~ ,
.
•
gentlemen in the wo Id t h
qual~f~ed as,alady. She '
b1an. My sex life here at
absolute worst here at Bard."
to tell ribald sto'r~es' i~ ~ oW.looked suspiciously like she ,
Bard is J well, "in the words
Well there he is in a nutpublic withou:t being offens- ,had a, subscription to Glamour of Garry Trudeau- 'entirely ,shell; your mode,l, Bard College
ive, and of course, the
,~
magaz~ne that she read relhypothetical f "
freshman, fashioned right
weather. Business is also
igiously. Perhaps the folMr. Venda says he ' is v~ry
after Sid Vicious himdiscussed at Regular meetlowing lines of conversation
dissatisfied with himself
self. His true name has been
ings but business is to be
between these select people
here a,t Bard, especially his withheld, though perhaps it
kept out of the , press and
will shed some light on what
social being, sexual being~
should have been used to protect the innocent.
therefore I ,was not privy to it takes to qualify.
self ~mage, and conscience.
the more important aspects
,"Didn't you proposition me
He feels he is wasting his
of th~ club. A ' toastmaster,
saturday night?"
time. He might have a point
a rotating honor, pre~ide~
"Noooo. "
there. He further describes
at these meetings.
,"(X) told me that you did." himse~f as a "possesive capThere are also Consciousnes~
"~hat w~s Friday nigh~.
italist," he says "If ' I paid
Raising meetings. These are ~es1,des:: have only ser~ouslY' for it, it's mine and get
'c;::losedto the feminine sex and proposit~oned you once.
your God damn paws off it."
usua~ly deal with issues imp"I remember that."
Some of Mr Venda's social
ortant to gentlemen--how long
At this point audible
pressures have centered ar
and at what temperature to
conversation gave way ~o
ound acid and other drugs conlet wine breath~/how to treat rather raucous laughter.
sidered hep amongst the Punk
ladies, and the -state of
'
, Further ~n.formation on ,the
set which he is most definit,
club was difficult to obtain e. ly into. Over the field perworld affairs.
I have been
'
f
d
th
t
th'
'
as
most of the abundant wit,
1n orme
a
~s semester
1, 0 d h e was exp
, osed to whipp" speC1' f~c
' "1nv~t~d faculty
such as "Wine no"j:.?" escaped
e!s and good dope. Since com' ~ me. ~ I am afraid that I will ming to Bard, Venda says he
roem b ers will b e asked to Join
in relevant conversation at'
never qualify for a dinne~
is crazier though has no .
.....
'
t'
"
Cl
1
61lt
with
these
young
men.I
l.near y . a
tents of breaking out of his
C .R. mee ~ngs.
' ,
have also been informed that prep image which he considers
d epar t~ure f rom trad1t10n.
Emergency meetings may
a complete denial of this
uniq'u e.
......
only Qe called'when there is
accou~t will~pp~arin,th~
In regards to academics he
BRUCIE AT TWO
a quorem of two members with next ~ssu, e ofth1s per10d1c;al.
s tate,s, ,111 get good e,n ough
~
'.

and.
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~
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'VJ(MPYJ(
A FILM ~EVIE·W BY ELLIOT JUNGER

Of the three films shown at and deadly seriousness,
the visual . tactillity of
the murky stairwells and
Bard this semester (as of
(marred by occasiona~ theat- Dreyer's images. The scene
~ winding Stygian corridors,
this writing), the one film . rics), is frighteningly intowards the end, where the
following our hero along on
that left ~he strongest imtense. At the beginning of
the protagonist, David Gray, a seemingly interminable depression on me was Carl-.
the film, the images unfold
(the man in the suit whom we scent into some shadowy twiTheodor Dreyer' 5 Vampyr,· a
before us with a deliberate
see in the opening shots)
light realm. And yet J ev~n
film which the great(actualslowness, revealing a fogrescues Gisele from the vam- though the "dream-like" atly less than great) French
bound, "haunted!llooking land- pire ; T_here is an arresting mosphere is sustained through
film historian George Sadoul, scape, where the barely dis- close-up of their hands touch out the film, without losing
dismissed as "a puerile littl( cernable outlines of unfaming, a shot so meticulously
a particle of effect, every
. tale about v'a mpires", and
iliat shapes· suggest a weird composed, so tactile t that
obj ect; (the whee Is hung from
many critics and film goers
nether world, where all or
"for meat least, imagining
the walls, the narrow, arched
alike, have relegated to the
nothing is real. This is off~ the film beirig done in color doorways) have an amazing
dustbin. A ,sad, but casebook· set immmediately by a rather inste-ad ·o-f black and white,
architectural dimension and
example of Dreyer's position. average looking man in a
is almost impossible if not
feel, never sacrificing the
in the cinema. No film maker
double-breasted suit and a
unthinkabl.e. Hazarding exag- nightmarish l:>elievability.
to my knowledge, had under~
fishing pole slung over his
geration, the shot of their Have I neglected to mention
gone as many critical '~edis- shoulde~ walking towards us, hands, revealing a mundane
Dreyer's revolutionary use
coveries" as Dreyer has, and
almost as if to anchor the
part of the hwnan anatomy in of sound? I need only say
few film personalities in
viewer back to reality but
all of its. unique, revealing that few filmakers have utilgeneral, have been as artnot for long.The black' and
detail, se.emed comparable to ized the advantages of "nat: istically consistent, or
whi te texture of the opening some of the finest Gothic
ural" sound (footsteps,
maintained a steadier eye for shots (and later inside the art of the Middle Ages, the breathing, whistling, the
their own aesthetic values.
nearby inn, wher~ the sparse delicate yet ~irm etchings.
wind, etc.), and more imporVampyr, like Day of Wrath,
dark, and stark-looking fur- of Dur~r or N~r~z. Dreyer ~s tant, silence, as Dreyer has .
essentlaJ ly. a l"~near artist, Curiously free of anything
. remairis_ free of compromise. ¥ ni tuie photographed against
It ·is ironic' that Vampyr,
the walls seems to glow with concerned wIth the problems superfl ous, ei ther aurally
which was made in France in
an eerie light ) are a stri- of fprm and construction, an or visually, the tightness of
1930, at the height of. Holly- king prelude. to the rest of
architect .rather than a pain- its structures and the absolwood's top grossing horror
the film.
.
,
ter, who is less interested ute minimum of dialogue, help
movie cYcle(i.e. Dracula,
The entire film was shot
in the human body as a sen- ing in creating an atmosphere
Frankenstein), was ·eVer mad~ thio~gh~auzeJ thereby lend- sual entity in itself, but
of desolution,terror and the
at all.; so great was·-:the ·com- ing a dream-like or surreal
rather as a mirror to the
indefinable ·" unseen" (except
petition from a American
quality to the atmosphere of soul. In yet another notein spots) obsessive evil and
studios. There is no sensathe story. What a far ·cry
worthy sequence, demonstrat- . sickness of vampirism and the
tio'nalism in Dreyer's treat- from the pitifully fake "fog ing again Dreyer's unfailing mysteries of the supernatural
ment o~ vampirism, he pro, machine effect look'.' of
architect 'seye, David Gray One would have to turn to
. vides the viewer with no
' Hollywood horror films made
accidentally (or on purpose, ~1unauts Nosferatu, for a compsychological cushioning . In around the same tim"e.
I wasn I t sure which) comes
parable treatment of this
fact, it's overall sobriety
What imp·ressed me most was
across the vampire's lair J
subj ect.
t,he £1 uid camera gli.des along

~~~'·~t~i:EALTH:OFQU~yES

MUSIC REVIEWS

"BY RAY RICKER

«

On -thei; ~econd album,
Jimmy Hastings on clarinet,
QUINTESSENCE: The ImprovisHeai th ha.s ernpioyed the exThe second side begins with ing Orchestra pertise John Grave"s (ex,- '
Dreams Wide Awake, by guit- ·Trumpet- Arthur Williams
'.
Henry Cow) and georgie Rom, arist . Phil M~J ler. It cont- Violin- Jason · Hwang
,!,: .~, (ex- ·ArtBears). The albuin .
ains an organ' solo with.
. ..".J: -is much better ·than their ··
Stewart "lashing out with ev- Al to' Saxophone- James Lott
, . , ;" :·:·'first ie-lease, but lt seems ery foot pedal within my
·Gtiitar- Kim Starner
; t"-> that ,they ha,:e the 'potent-reach, I commenced a Ghengis
.. .
/ ' dal to~.. release much better . Khan-like attack on my organ'.' Bass- Wl.lll.am Parker
< music· ..·Still ~ the ' album ·is . The next song, Binoculars,
Percussion- August.us Goertz
, .' .;c defini"telY worth purchasing. by the drununer, Pip Pyle, is
.
.
.
, Side pne starts off with
a song dedicated to his
Drums- Rashl.d Bakr -TODD CAPP
The Bryden 2-Step (for Amph- . three· children who are hard- Quintessence played a highibians) (Part I); a Stewart ened videots. Binoculars con- Iy impressive evening of free
number, dominated by his key-tains some really fine wood- jazz here last month. The
boards and Phil Miller's
. wind and brass interludes)
band. has been influenced by
guitar work, except for an
and exceptional guitar play- 'such greats as Coltrane,
interlude of trombone and ·
ing by Miller. Phlakaton,
Mingus (rest his soul). and
:~.
trumpet sounds by Paul
. another Pyle number. shows
Monk. Their music reflects
.. Nieman and Phil Minton res- the bands commercial need for their appreciation for such
'pectively. The Collapse, aldrum solo. The album is
jazz giants while at the same
so aSt~wart number, fuses
concluded with The Bryden 2- time allows each band member
"together calypso-type music Step •.. (PartI!).
to express his own personal
~:" :
a·n~i' t~:~ Health's own unique
So, the album is generally
vision, as Todd Capp points
~'..
so~q..'~.The side closes ' out
pretty good, but I do miss
out.
. ,~b'~:' .~ith:·~~qu.are: for Maud, l'Irit- the. insanity of Richard SinThe b~nd. is extremely talZJ:>.·,·~;et:l b.Y.9;eSs1st, G.reaves,
cla1r who used to play' with
ented 1n 1ts own right. I ~
~;,~<. wJ:tich \ , ~91)~ains some really
Heath and is now wasting his particularly impressed by

a

>

i1~~ ~~~~~?~:~!~~\. espeCiallY .~y. ~'". ~ ~ ~~~:.~ ~~.t.~ .~~~~: , .. ....,,.. ".... :~tariteit_s guitar playing ~ and
n

..

Of.

..

""

even more so by the laying
down of some really incredible violin lines by Hwang.
Needless to say, Goertz's
percussion and Capp&Bakr's
drums provide A solid and
inventi ve backing for th~·
othersl On the whole, the
band is tight .and the musicians complemented ~~r.h
'oth~r q~i te we 11 •
Todd himself would .like 'to
cut an album) but the ,federal funds just ain't there.
It's a shame that a group of
such talent isn't given a
chance, because it surely
has a lot to offer the music
of the 80's.-(what Todd calls
his music)- "wherein a group
· of virtuosi merge their talents to create a musical organism that takes on a life
of its own." I guess Parker J
the bass player, summed it
up best; "The people in
Europe are sceptical, but
they come out to ·hear you.In
America, the people are sceptical" b\.l~, t~~:y. ,'!C?J.l.';t.. <:-<?~~
out. n
-: -:-:<.:<.:<.,:.:-:<.~<.
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theatre·review:
DANCE FORA
SHAGGY PRINCESS
.

'

.

.

>.

.

\

-:

"real" princess carries in
a touch of Spring.
her blood. She swooped onto
For the most part, su~realthe stage, carelessly tossing ism pervaded the performahce
pride and regret·with all ,the effectively created by a
enigmatit; charm of any woman. myriad of weird props, cultThe Prince was a bit of a
',urally conflicting costumes,
whimp who preferred cavorting and phantasmagoric lighting.
with the Scientist's Cocker
The twi~ted dialogue, en~
Spaniel (the multi-talented
hanced by the'soundworld
helpers:Judith Caplan& Risa
created by St~ve ~reene and,
Goetz) tq doting on his lady
his ,guitar" seemed almost
fair. Perhaps Armour has maqe four-dimensional. The music
a valid observation of the
was, in fact conceived to, be
male sex ••• well, at least of
anot~er individual voice on
spoiled prince-charminga"--.~_~ equal ,tanding with the actt1atthew Gordon's dead-pan per- ors-;,,:r~ certainly had char formance ~.as believable, right act~r and apparently it.rare
down to his "Viennese pastry
ly could be -restrained from
face".
' m a k i n g comic commentary.
' 1
the audience , not to mentThe sweetie of the cast
,Greene gave just enough to
Bar d ' s f'lrs t th ea tr~ca
production of the semester, ion the cast, far behind in
came tripping onto_the
• remind the audience not
•
' a pile of scientific gibber- stage as a volunteer. Julie
to get too serious. After
Dance
for a SDaggy
Princess ~s
' h • But Al'I een d'd'
h'
,
1 n t. T e
E'destein
seduced
the·
aud~,..
all,
the cast was certainly
by Toby Armour, presented at
'.
'
StU10
d' ln
. Fe b
'
Choreography/d~rectlon was
ience
with
her
very
first
having
fun being so generth e Dance
ruary,
.
glance:, an embarrassed, gra- aus with the audience.
was absolutely fascinating. preclse~ concentrat7d, and
cious:"'glory:"be~look accompAll in All: Bravo ~ I hope
, If you didn't catch the show aesthetlcally pleaslng. In
d~ring its Bard Run,be sure
fact, the first striking
anied -by giggles. The shy,
t,hat, Dance for a, Shaggy ,P~ito see it at the Theater for ~eature in the performance,
demure Southern Belle was I
ncess "is a prelude to the- -rethe' New'·CitY' on 162 '2nd' a:v~. was the dance-like movements with her impeccable accent,
mainder of this semesters th. N. Y• C., on t h e 16 th, 17 th , ranging from the sublime to
the perfect balance fpr, this
eatre at Bard.
ln
otherwise he
show. Just'
or 18th of March.
the ridiculous.
Dance is certainly one genre ,James Chambers, the Scientof the art-~ that Bard should ·ist, leered, crawled, shouted,
,be proud to show. The direct_whispered, and contorted
or of Shaggy Princess, Aileer one to the other in a remarkPassloff, took the Avanteably short time span. I don't
Garde co~edy and filled it
know how or why his performout with a brave, talented, ance was sb conVincing, but
and energeti~ cast. The
I suppose that's his secret,
'n
darice/play is not long (45
and an actor's secrets should
min.) so the wild hi'ghjinksnever be tampered with or
never get overdone or out of understood; that would take
control.' This is important
'away the "magic" ... and there
because the whole excursion certainly was an abundance
""",,'
',seemed to take the aUdi'ence' ". mystical charm in his perfor
into a :Surreal'daydream;
'mance.
""
when'- tampertrig with fast;Jo,~e'p,h~ne, ,1?rskine Alvare
pace·d 'intellectual ' ~s:Soci~'~ E\a:iill~' had" the"~~e' ~ V'olce;,
. ; .' r.'::
tions /'1. t is easy to
style ,and presence that any

.

.'

;..~

,ii .J:,.''':'

, .: :TWIUTES PLAty- ·;,bi AL.AN. LEWIS , .
other 'estab 1 isheif toncepts';-'
ah'd! ~nt in all ·show~a'·a::fln~
disdi3.1n for cOilvent'ibhai' (:.
at:tthori ty' as ' an 'abstrac'tioh'.
Twili tes, who have b'eenplay- Fbr ahyone's;Marxist friends,
ing N. Y, C. clubs ree'ently, " . expressed iwhatcis: 'c'alled'{'i,:n
ana have future gigs pl:ann~d' "correct ~ ideoib~ieal;-'tehdetrl
as well.
'
""', """ cies" that~ can' be'(erljoyea' '~
wi thout fefLi"- of Ideolok'i'ca~
Kevin Begos'" the Twi,I i te~" '
lead singer, demonstrated -;hls~: contamination .;>(':11:,") ~ r"--,!j{;jl'l
virtUOSity with his; derise·~'!'~, Yes, it :wcits ~J fine" everiirlg:'.
of drif1kirig',\'~g6tki mlislc~,laah
tone and rich, raspy;'lyTic-'
cing {iom~ti~~s C~~wling'o~
ism, His stage prese~nce 'was'
indicative of, th:eatrical' . T' " , grovetling) ,~" The<1Wilit:e~~'\UJ
'sense1 iaftt~r'fran~el'rk-e' i~r,3}2 plniYet1Hw~n'l " shf,ftning:.iteb'h L
sion' 'into 'the sbund., The c ...... ~
nicf!l d±fflcultlesas ohlY('
the' Twilitescan do, 'and": ,,'.,
band as, a whole displayed a
have express'ed a:desire'lt{j""
budding yet ,uniformed "will'
lay at 'Bard' agiiiri 'til' 'thBj 'i;:
to power", spit with grace
."'. ~ I. ~"_;'''', .,. . ,:;; : : J ~ ") "r'r/~"'·I-·; :i~~If1
on the estabhbrhed Ihrdta

a Saturday eve in. Febru":,
ary, the Entertainment Co'm- ;
mi ttee sponsored a dance ~ ' '
with music provIded hy th~
On

I

f_
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A Little' Bit About What You Can Expect From Nassau

, How do you feel abol)! the idea of a party? If you can't
stand them, don't waste your time on this invitation.
Because the party we're throwing has all the
possibilities of reaching super proportions.
We've got all the right ingredients: good people, good
music and good, cold adult beverages 01 your choice. And
we've got a great
place to celebrate,
Nassawl Paradise
"
Island College Weel{ :..
IS going to be the best
opportunity you'll have
(before summer
vacation) to bask in
the sun and howl at
,the moon, both inthe
~D~mpany~or pe6ple '..

& Paradise Island.
-If you've never had the opportunity to visit the Bahamas before,
don't let this one pass you by. There are reasons why the islands
have attract~d visitors ~or the last few hundred years, including
18th century tour groups consisting mostly of pirates.
Among the attractions:
The Best
Weather. Average
temperature is 70°
Farenheit. The best
beaches. Paradise
Island could easily be
one of the world's
most beautiful.
The best
hangouts. Old forts
and buildings,
~b.D r~1gtE; _lo#~e:.p.'o.~_rty...
IDiloso
h..
.<: ,,-~
- :modern night spots,
p...,- .~. X;:- .::~.
,~
-~ ~::,-:. "Now, 'tge Tact'''
lively markets and
good
rC8t~lJr~r:ts .
!h.~t ~:ql..l'll f-;'e '}vith ~ '. ,_.
The best
.9-r9U~ of people - _ ",
dqBSr1'tmeanyou're
accommodations for
the money. These
h~~ed fqra:"tou(> " '
people are wonderful
Tn(s,effortjs.gQlng to
,. _"
be:.incrediblY inexpensi0'e -buUt's not a "package" type package hosts. Your hotel will have considerable charm and comfort.
Eyery~thing's tnclua,ecfas fe;H ~s airfare and hotel. aLe_concerned.
And the best people, Bahamians depend on visitors for
b0f at no time wi'n anybody push you into a planned event or
their livelihood.So, even though they're friendly to begin with,
Q'tow a whistle 'aEndpack youggto a_museum-bound bus. We'll
they'll make an extra 'effort to shake the hand that feeds them.
All things considered, there's one way you're not going to have
give you the itinerary, just for ttJ'e recore, but after .the "Get
Ad:~uail1tedparty" You're Invited to improvise.O.K?
a really good time.
";"
On with i t . . . .
.
Stay·home.
f

...

Itinerary
SUNDAY

GET-ACQUAINTED PARTY featuring a I!ve band. It will be an
opportunity to meet one another and get acquainted with the island. -

~~~f~~E ~AY AT THE BEACH. Afull day of activities on the

beach including "the first beer on the house," music and danCing
on the beach. The special event will bE a Fashion Show of the
latest Bahamian ·styles. This will provide an opportunity for Island
designers to display their talents to an ,mportant segment o.t the
consumer population.
. TUESDAY'

A LI MBO PARTY at the College Week cfficial hotel. Student
Limbo contests with prizes to th~ winners.
'

r - - -;-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,
II
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(212) 355-4705 (SOO} 223-0694

I INrER COLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS INC.
I

I
I
-I
I

I

$269
Jan 13·Jan 20
Mar 3-Mar 10
.-'
Jan 20·Jan 27
,M;:,r lO-Mar 17
•J
"J,m 27-Feb.3
'.~:J Alright! Sounds good! I've checked the

$319
Mar 17-Mar 24 -' Apr. 7-Apr. 14
Mar 24-Mar. 31
-, Apr 14-Apr. 21
Mar 31·Apr. 7
week I want to party and enclosed

m'y $50 deposit.

~~~~

I

ATHLETIC COMPETITION. A day of competitior) in tennis, track
and field, and oth'er sports.
.

II

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

THURSDAY

I

Address

COLLEGE WEEK RUM FESTIVAL To be sponsored by a leading
rum distillery, it will feature live music and dancing, a
cor'nplimentary rum cocktail.
FRtDAY FAREWELL COCKTAIL PARTY

I

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __

II

Telephone _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

--------~~---------~

L ________________________ .J

NASSAU &PAKADISE ISLAND.
, BAiIAMAS COLLEGE WEE:K.
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CONC'ERNED' STUDENTS NEED SPACE
ered a small 1,.;i.brary of books Chapel because .it wa~ to be
cuss ion. Security's log inThe purpose of this formal
records, tapes, periodicals,' used for 'oth_ej '. purposes.
dicated that no one from seccomplaint is to bring to
pamphlets, and reports enThis was not acceptable to
urity had locked the Chapel
light the harassment of stu- compassing the full spectrum the complaining students, and that day or the previous
dents by ' B&G, and by Dick
of political and philosophthe end result was that use night. The President of the
Griffiths in particular, an'd ical thought from the John
of the Chapel was to be reChapel Committee graciously
to demand its immediate cess- Birch Society Bluebook to
. stricted to two hours per day agreed to open the Chapel for
ation. They have systematic- the quotations of Chairman
and the scheduled Tuesday
the discussion after stating
ally denied students of the Mao.
night discussion.
that he was unaware that the
right to assemble and discuss After two highly successful
Reverend Shafer, who dict- Chapel had been locked to bepolitical and philosophical discussions, the heat in the ated these restrictions, also gin with. _
Tn lieu of the fact that
. ideas at the cent~r.for Pol- Chapel was turned off, caus- demanded the right to censor
itical Awareness ~h t h e i n g discomfort to not only
the contents of the Center's President Botstein has rebasement of the Chapel. The to those in the discussion
library. In addition, the
cently made statements to
.Chapel's basement was ~esig- group, but also to the memChapel was to be locked from students, assuring us of his
nated as a center for lntel- bers of the Sunday Congregtwelve midnight to 7:00 am.
dedication to the furthering
lectual discourse by Mr.
. ation. The following week,
However, the Center was not of edvcation, we feel that
Papadimi triou, Reverend Sha- after the heat was turned on, locked at these hours, but
this complaint is particulfer, Mary Sugatt, and Peter Joe Bloomer of B&G turned off rather, at 7.:00pm the follow- arly vital. .We find this ·sup
Amato.
.
the water. This caused the
ing Tuesday -one hal f-hour
pression of the students'
This facility was utilized toilets to back up with raw
before ·the scheduled discefforts to meet, discuss,
by members of the student
sewage. A complaint was then ussion was to begin. Students and in so doing, to advance
body and faculty. All views filed with the administration. who showed up found the door our understanding of the proand ideas were accepted and The administrative response
locked. All concerned were
blems confronting the Bard
encouraged. The center off- implied that Mr. Papadimitri well aware that this was the Community and the world in
attempte~ to take away the
scheduled time for the dis- general, intolerable.
J

ST.

STEPHEN'~

FESTIVAL

A st. Stephen's festival is
being planned for Saturday,
April 21st, in the afternoon.
According to Teresa Vilardi,
Assistant Dean of Students,
who is working with Wendy
Boynton, Jodi DeVito, and
Nancy ' Amis to' coordinate the
event, St. Stephen's Festival will bring students and
faculty together for music,
dance, and poetry reading~ ,
inspired by the MedievalRenaissance pe~iod. The festival will also include contributions of student work
done this semester.
The program will include
Robert Kelly reading from a
recent translation of Pro vencal lyric poetry; performance of a scene from one of
the Wakefield Mystery Pla¥s
directed by ,Milton Coykend~L
. ann dance performances by
.Janet Stetson, Linda Mensch '
and Melodie . Strain. An early
music vocal and instrumental
ensemble from Cambridge,
Massachusetts .will also perform selections . f~om the
court of Queen Elizabeth I.
Not the least of the attraction of St. StePnen's day
will be wine and a sele6tion
of food taken from recipes
from the time of RichardII.
The students planning the
festival say they' welcome
help with final arrangements
. and preparations. Jf you can
.contribute·, some t~e to this
joint effort, contact Nancy
'Amis or Jodi DeVito through
.campus mail.

NEWS BRI EFS -GEORGE S~fTH

- THINK

Several Violat~ans o~ new
state regula.tions have threatened the granting of a
stat.e license for · continued
aperation at the Tivoli dump.
Some of the violations
include difficulties with
leachate cover, access, and. .
gradin9"' The ~ain violat~ons'
were an open s~te, and fall.
'
.

A ,group of local reside~t s
hoping to preserve the Rhin~'
cliff dock as a historical
landmark and scenic attractian, hopes to' receive offici,
al recognition from the Town
of Rhinebeck.
A committee was formed
last fall to' explore various
h d
f
.
th
met a s 0 preservlng
e
~:~u:~.fr~~:~lY cover tl1e'
_9.0c~a,.nd obtaining funds for.
its upkeep. The ' dump's two ' operators
. . _Town of" Rhinebeck. !;;uper~
explained that 'cold weather
visor, David Traver, attended
has made for problems in at- the committee's last session,
tempti~g to spread the reqand intends to propose that
uired slx inches of soil
the town recognize the group.
cover over the refuse. This According to Traver, the TO~ll}
saii covering rule has only
has $~,600 in federal monies
been recently established by for th~ dock, but is waiting
the State Department of En-'
for the committee to take
vironmental Conservation
the initiative before decid(D.E.C. )
ing how to commit the money.
Failure to comply with
Traver said he expected the
these regulations ,will result Town Boar~ to grant the comin a refusal by the health
' mittee recognition.
dep~rtrnent to issue the dump
The committee has re<;:ieved:
a license to operate. Sev$20
in donations, but has no
eral other landfill sites in
plans
to solicit funds on' a
the copnty have also encoun- ,
tered trouble in living up to" mass scale, as Traver feels
the new state regulations.
they should.
.. .
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HUDSON VAL~ BLOOD SEJ:lVICES
A division of THE,GREATER NEW YORK BlOOD PROGRAM
New York ~r CeriIer / Arnencar, ReclCoss
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TIMES SELLS. OUT
.

-

. .'.

Rhlnebeok
IIloyole Shop

PUT YOUR CAN IN OUR PANTS
Inc.

15 East Market Street - Rhinebeck
Dealing in Raleigh - Panasonic - Columbia

We Service all Makes and Models

Spring Tune-Up Special

1~ Speed

Special Prices on Ralei~h Gran Prix

reg. $9.95 now' $7.95
876 _ 4025

Rhinebecl{
American
JEANS OF EVERY ,DESCRIPTION FOR EVERYONE IN
EVERY SIZE ... LEE, LEVI, SWEET ORR, DEE CEE •

RTE. 9-G SOUTH BRIDGE APPROACH

COMPLETE FOREIGN & DOMESTIC CAR

CA~E

U!!~w~J!!.
~~L!s~!H~Q~e!w!TORE
·
RHINEBECK
a.m. to
p.m.

8 76-7')79

OPEN: 9

.~

~~

~,,~

Monday-Saturday

"

LARGE SELECTION OF METAPHYSICAL BOOKS

h~~~\)~
i\2Y'

5:30

~

NATURAL vir AM1NS, SUPPLEMENTS & COSMETICS
HEALTH FOODS

IMPORTED CHEESES.

L &L
Health R>ods

m(\nday thru saturday

.

Mon· Sat

'\.\>\.
~
l\.\..
31 Market st.

.

aillIII IbMl-Roule •.

~

Rhlne_k. N.Y.

lOAM - 5 :30 PM..

Come in and see us. We have books,
magazines, vitamins, seeds, grains,
Salton products, yogurt, dried

9,305000

,tee DeIIW.

~

'7...-.

fruit, nuts and much more.
HEALTH IS YOUR MOST V

POSSESSION· CULTIVATE~'. . .~.'

Rhinebeck Wine &
Liquor Store

\' on l··{usen's .
TRINITV 15 . 62258

Market

Quality Meats
& Meat Producfs

Home ofQtdity Rhinelmder !rands

ADOLPH'~

LARGEST SELECTION OF
DOMESTIC ANtlIMPORT£D WINES.
IN NORTHERN DUTCHESS

IMPORTED AND OOMI!;STIC O£LICJlTES.II;;N

b

i J . O ,£AST MARKET ST,

U

RHINEBECK, N, Y.

.
F • • O VON H U " "

41 ~ast Market St., Rhinebe.c k
1

'.'V~·lllllgs

·FN 'FR&«:H

CUSN
aT.'

I a .. t s. .'rvic~· on L'lcaning and

11t'"fIECk

... llIrh. Tllrii't y Lasy - Car..:

tl.Y-.'lt'll

CHEZ
MARCEL
Tues-.;sat 5-10PM

Sun Noon710PM
CLOSED MONDAYI '

saws you

I1Wl1t'y

,

,

FO(Jd ~ervlct! times:
Sunday 1 Wedn~day

~
::.

'
I

I Till 12:30
Thursday - Saturday I Till . 2;30

SUN
NOON-JAM
THURS NOON-3AM
MON
FRI
NOON-3AM' ·TUES

i , SAT

I

N00N-3.AM

WED

SPM-3AM ,

NOON-3M1
NOON-3AM .

